November 2010
FACULTY HIGHLIGHTS

Full-Time Faculty

Professors Kirsten Clement & Karen Millard

Professors Kirsten Clement and Karen Millard presented at the LWI one-day workshop hosted by Stetson University College of Law on Friday, December 3, 2010. Professors Clement and Millard presented on two topics: essential syllabus tips, and infusing professionalism in the classroom. Professors Clement and Millard thank the following faculty members who graciously shared materials for their presentation on essential syllabus tips: Mary Margaret Giannini, Darren Latham, Jana McCreary, Cynthia Stroud, and David Simon.

Professor Susan Daicoff

In Nov., 2010, Professor Daicoff gave a talk titled “The Millennial Generation” at the Convocation on Professionalism sponsored by the State Bar of Georgia in Atlanta. Her article, On Butlers, Architects, and Lawyers: The Professionalism of “The Remains of the Day” and of “The Fountainhead” (examining two fictional characters’ models for the professional role of the attorney), was accepted for publication by the peer-reviewed JOURNAL OF LAW, BUSINESS, AND ETHICS. Her textbook on the vectors of the comprehensive law movement, Comprehensive Law Practice, is expected to be published in early spring, 2011, by Carolina Academic Press. She will be studying legal education and dispute resolution during her sabbatical for the spring, 2011 semester.

Professor Gina Donahoo

Professor Gina Donahoo presented at the LWI one-day workshop hosted by St. Johns University College of Law on Friday, December 3, 2010. Professor Donahoo presented on essential syllabus tips and conducted a roundtable lunch discussion on professionalism in-and out-of-the-classroom.

Professor Andrew Long

Professor Long, along with Professor Rod Sullivan and faculty from Jacksonville University, hosted the 12th Annual Northeast Florida Environmental Summit on
November 4 at FCSL. The Summit addressed the theme “Environmental Disasters: Linking Law, Science, and Policy.” The all-day event featured keynote presentations by Jim Chen, Dean of the University of Louisville Brandeis School of Law, and Dr. Stephen Leatherman (known in the media as “Dr. Beach”), Director of the Laboratory for Coastal Research. In addition, five panels addressed topics such as the role of litigation in disaster law and the relationship between disasters and insurance. Approximately 150 people attended the Summit throughout the day. Full video of the Summit is available through the FCSL website. Thanks to all who participated in making this a premier event.

Professor Long’s article, "Global Climate Governance to Enhance Biodiversity & Well-Being: Integrating Non-State Networks and Public International Law in Tropical Forests", was recently listed on SSRN's Top Ten download list for LSN SUBJECT MATTER EJOURNALS. This list includes articles on all law-related subject matters. Professor Long’s article has been downloaded more than 400 times since it was posted at the end of October.

❖ **Professor Jana McCreary**

Professor Jana R. McCreary spoke at the 4th Annual Florida Legal Scholarship Forum at Stetson University College of Law in St. Petersburg Florida on November 13. She discussed her current scholarship addressing special populations and gun policy, focusing specifically on issues related to persons with developmental disabilities having access to firearms. This topic is part of her work-in-progress, *Cruel and Unusual: How the Bridge between Atkins and McDonald Presents the Need to Proactively Prevent the Crime when Punishment is Unjust*.

❖ **Professor Jennifer Millis**

Professor Jennifer Kolinski Millis is now “Of Counsel” with Edwards and Ragatz, P.A., specializing in complex personal injury, medical malpractice, nursing home, and wrongful death matters.

❖ **Professor Christopher Roederer**

Professor Roederer’s new book, *Florida Statutory Interpretation* (2010), should be in print by the end of December.
**Professors Cynthia Stroud and Leigh Scales**

Professor Cynthia Stroud and Professor Leigh Scales gave a presentation on November 12, 2010 at Barry University School of Law in Orlando on learning outcomes and assessments in first-year legal research and writing programs to the recently formed group of Florida law schools legal writing directors, DoLFiN (Directors of Legal Writing Florida Network).

**Professor Rod Sullivan**

Professor Sullivan taught a seminar in St. Augustine on *Florida's Government in the Sunshine Act* to about one hundred public officials from Putnam and St. Johns counties. The seminar was organized by State Attorney R. J. Larizza of Florida's 7th Judicial Circuit.

Professor Sullivan served as a moderator for the panel on *Environmental Disasters and Litigations* at a seminar entitled "Environmental Disaster: Linking Law, Science & Policy" held at Florida Coastal School of Law.

Professor Sullivan appeared on THE MORNING SHOW on WJXT to discuss the proposed amendments to the Florida Constitution which appeared on the ballot in the recent election.

Professor Sullivan published two letters to the editor of the *Florida Times-Union*. The first letter, entitled *Age Has More to do with Crime* concerned with America's aging population and its relationship to America's declining crime rate. The second letter, entitled *Chevy Volt: Its Real Energy Supply* concerned with the environmental impact of plug-in electric vehicles which are recharged from electrical systems which derive their power from burning coal.

**Professor Morse Tan**

Prof. Tan participated in the American Society of International Law’s midyear conference.
Adjunct Faculty

❖ Robert Morgan

Robert Morgan will be speaking at the Academy of Florida Elder Law Attorneys Unprogram in Orlando on the upcoming changes to the durable power of attorney law on December 4th.